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Abstract: We seek to establish a dialogue between Islamic and democratic normative political
theories. To that aim, we show that the conception of democracy underlying a prominent
Islamic political model is procedural. We distinguish proceduralism from a liberal conception
of democracy. We explain how bringing together Islamic political theory and democracy alters
the meaning of the latter. In other words, we show that democracy within Islam often means
democracy within Islamic limits.
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1. Introduction.
This paper seeks to establish a dialogue between democratic and Islamic political
theories.1 The interplay between them is puzzling: for example, in order to explain the
relationship existing between democracy and their conception of the ideal Islamic political
regime, the Pakistani scholar Abu ‘Ala Maududi coined the neologism “theodemocracy”2
whereas the French scholar Louis Massignon suggested the oxymoron “secular theocracy”.3
These expressions suggest that some aspects of democracy are evaluated positively and others
are judged negatively.4 For example, Muslim scholars and activists often endorse the principle
of accountability of rulers, which is a defining feature of democracy.5 On the contrary, they
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often reject the principle of separation between religion and the state,6 which is often
considered to be part of democracy (at least, of democracy as known in the United States
today).7
Given this mixed assessment of democratic principles, it seems interesting to determine
the conception of democracy underlying Islamic political models. In other words, we should try
to find out what is democratic in “theodemocracy”. To that end, among the impressive diversity
and plurality of Islamic traditions of normative political thought, we essentially focus on the
broad current of thought going back to Abu ‘Ala Maududi and the Egyptian intellectual Sayyed
Qutb.8 This particular trend of thought is interesting because in the Muslim world, it lies at the
basis of some of the most challenging oppositions to the diffusion of the values originating
from the West. Based on religious values, this trend elaborated a political model alternative to
liberal democracy.9
Broadly speaking, the conception of democracy included in this Islamic political model
is procedural. With some differences, this conception is inspired by democratic theories
advocated by some constitutionalists and political scientists.10 It is thin and minimalist, up to a
certain point. For example, it does not rely on any notion of popular sovereignty and it does not
require any separation between religion and politics. The first aim of this paper is to elaborate
this minimalist conception. We make a detailed restatement of it in order to isolate this
conception from its moral (liberal) foundations, which are controversial from the particular
Islamic viewpoint considered here. Indeed, the democratic process is usually derived from a
principle of personal autonomy, which is not endorsed by these Islamic theories.11 Here, we
show that such principle is not necessary to justify a democratic process. To that end, we
extract two properties from the value of autonomy, called the inclusion and permanence
properties, which are sufficient for this justification. We show that these properties are shared
by the Islamic conception of the individual as vice-regent (khalifa) of God. In other words, we
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show how the common ground on political procedures between liberal and Islamic theories can
be seen as originating from the common ground existing between their conceptions of the
individual.
Providing Islamic roots to proceduralism will complete the second and most important
aim of this study: this will show the conceptual possibility of Maududi’s “theodemocracy”.
Having a religious government required to be accountable to the people is not a self-evident
possibility. Despite being widely acknowledged in the existing literature on Islam and
democracy, this possibility remains to be better understood. For example, a secularist might not
be convinced by the mere invocation of Islamic concepts like bay’a and shura, which are often
cited as providing an Islamic foundation to democracy.12 He might believe that both procedural
and liberal democracies remain deeply tied to the value of autonomy, which contradicts the
fundamental Islamic principle of obedience to God. Therefore, he might reasonably conclude
that “Islamic democracy” is a contradiction in terms and that these Islamic scholars and
activists cannot be genuinely committed to democratic ideals.13 The existing literature does not
seem to reply to this kind of objection in a satisfactory way.14 This paper tries to address it by
engaging procedural and liberal democratic theories.
The third aim of this paper is to show limits of this common ground. Indeed, in a second
time, we also see that things are not so simple. We are not merely separating democracy on the
one hand and secular and liberal values on the other hand. This is because an isolated theory,
standing alone, is not the same as a theory embedded in a broader system of thought. In this
paper, we see that as soon as we try to justify the minimal democratic process from wider moral
theories, then we quasi-mechanically have to constrain its outcomes. We also meet the same
phenomenon within each of the three families of political theories (minimal, liberal and
Islamic) considered. Said otherwise, justification has a price. A slogan for this paper could be:
“no justification without limitation”. Thus, the third aim of this paper is to illustrate this slogan,
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which expresses a pattern constitutive of the activity of justification. Therefore, we defend a
holistic view on moral theories: we think that if two moral theories have two opposed basic
values, then their superficial convergences are scarcely able to have the same meaning and the
same implications.
Like the first two results of the paper, this third one is not entirely new. For example,
Rawls argued that reasonable citizens must not merely endorse the liberal conception of
political justice from within their own moral doctrine. According to him, this would make
consensus on this conception “political in the wrong way”. This is why, in addition to this
internal justification, they must endorse it from a second, “freestanding” viewpoint,
independent of their doctrine. These two justifications, nonpublic and public, form the basis of
what he calls a “reasonable overlapping consensus”.15 However, Rawls’s argument on the role
of moral doctrines in political justification is general, and he does not discuss the particular
case of Islam and democracy in great detail.16 Therefore, the paper presents a view already
known but that remains to be illustrated in this particular case. In fact, in our case, this idea has
an important consequence for the search of Islamic roots to democracy: democracy within
Islam often means democracy within Islamic limits.
Moreover, this consequence is not only theoretical. It also has a practical meaning.
Indeed, it is often said that “democracy must come from within”.17 That is to say, first, since
the stability of democracy requires the allegiance of the people to her ideals and second, since
religion deeply influences many people living in Muslim countries,18 then the project of finding
religious roots to democracy has a practical value.19 In this paper, we try to show a
problematical aspect of this project, which is due to the fact that justification has a price. This
cost does not only exist for religious justification, because we will also face it for the
justification of proceduralism by liberalism and for the justification of majority rule by
proceduralism.
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Our study ends with the presentation of an Islamic regime called shura mulzima (the
explanation of this name will appear in the discussion). This regime is the upshot of our aims:
first, it includes within itself a minimal theory of democracy, namely, proceduralism. Second,
the justification of proceduralism from shura mulzima provides limitations on the outcomes of
the political process. Therefore, shura mulzima is not totally compliant with liberal democracy,
but it is not totally opposed to it either. It lies somewhere between these two extremes stances.
In order to position it and characterize it with precision, we compare it with three models drawn
from Western political tradition (called pure majoritarianism, proceduralism and liberalism)
and another model inspired of Islamic political tradition (called shura mu’lima).
As a last preliminary remark, we insist that the fact of this convergence on minimalist
democracy does not imply that liberal democrats ought to refrain from defending principles that
are not included in it. In other words, we do not say that this existing agreement corresponds to
the scope of political values that liberal democrats ought to advocate. Determining how
liberalism should deal with Muslim countries is a separate question.20 Here, we only investigate
a possible convergence on the process of political decision-making between traditions often
perceived as irreducibly opposed. As we will see, this task is already not so easy. Nonetheless,
we hope that the present paper can indirectly contribute to the debate on global public reason,
which often takes Islam as a case-study.21
First, we present a “minimal” conception of democracy, called proceduralism. We
contrast it with a “sub-minimal” conception, called pure majoritarianism. We insist on the
shallow foundations of proceduralism (but these foundations are still deeper than pure
majoritarianism’s): they make room for the endorsement of this theory by both liberal and
Islamic moral perspectives. Second, we contrast proceduralism with a thicker conception of
democracy, called liberalism. Third, we offer an account of shura mulzima. We compare it with
the aforementioned theories and with shura mu’lima. We follow a progressive method of
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elaboration in order to insist on the structure of justification of each theory. To conclude, a
comparative table summarizes the study.

2. Pure majoritarianism.
The first aim of this paper is to construct a minimalist theory of democracy. Therefore,
the investigation should begin with majoritarianism, which is commonly held to be the simplest
version of democracy. According to majoritarianism, the will of more than half of the polity
determines the democratic option. Indeed, democracy is the ruling of the people, and if the
people are not unanimous, then the largest number must prevail. However, this apparently too
simple definition raises much suspicion. According to critics, untrammelled majority rule is
absurd. Critics recall that everything has limits, even majority rule. Otherwise, logical
contradictions arise. In order to show the inconsistency of unbounded majority rule, critics
present the extreme case of a majority abolishing majority rule itself by electing, say, a dictator.
According to critics, if majority rule was really absolutely unlimited, then the majority would
be able to abolish majority rule and in this case, the majority no longer rules. This would be a
contradiction. From this alleged logical fact, critics argue that the will of the majority must
necessarily evolve within some constitutional limits. Critics do not even accept to discuss the
legitimacy of the majoritarian definition of democracy. They argue against its internal
consistency. Therefore, before thinking of any link between this simple definition of democracy
and Islam, we must first examine its consistency.
On the one hand, it is true that majorities cannot have absolute power all the time. If the
majority at time t had an absolute power, then it could deprive the majority at time t+1 of her
own power to make decisions. In this case, the majority at time t+1 does not have any power at
all. This would be contradictory indeed. But on the other hand, it is not contradictory at all that
the majority at a given time t determines her decision rule for all times t’ strictly larger than t in
6

an absolutely free way. Pure majoritarianism of time t, or t-pure majoritarianism, is defined as
the political regime where all decisions are taken by the majority of time t, without any
limitation. Thus, pure majoritarianism is defined relatively to a basic instant t0 that determines
which will of the majority must be taken into account. There are as many pure majoritarianisms
as there are instants. Paradoxes arise from the negligence of this point: two pure
majoritarianisms defined at two different instants may not agree. A majority at a given time t0
can forbid the use of majority rule at time t1. Nevertheless, for the sake of concision, the prefix
is omitted before “t-pure majoritarianism” when the defining time t is not important. However,
it must be clear that speaking of pure majoritarianism implicitly refers to a single electoral
event. Thus, without any contradiction, pure majoritarianism is absolutely open-ended. The
majority can exclude any of the members of the polity. It can deprive minorities of their right to
vote. It can even renounce to majority rule itself, by depriving herself of her own right to vote.
It is important to understand what pure majoritarianism means. For example, consider
the case when the majority elects a dictator for life. This does not contradict pure
majoritarianism, because the power to make dictatorial decisions comes itself from a
majoritarian decision. It is incorrect to say that majority rule has been abolished and replaced
by dictatorship. On the contrary, at a given time t, the polity decides that a dictator must take all
future decisions. In fact, all the decisions taken by the dictator at times t’ strictly larger than t
correspond to the decision of the polity at time t. Whatever he does, the dictator does not
violate the will of the majority of the polity at time t. Through the decisions of the dictator, the
majority of time t still rules. If again, the people comprising the old polity should rule
according to the will of the majority, this now depends on the benevolence of the dictator (that
is to say, it depends on their own will as expressed at time t). It depends whether he accepts to
abolish his absolute power.
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3. Proceduralism
a. The rights of future polities.
Critics of majoritarianism certainly have in mind a completely different kind of regime.
They may think of a complex form of government, where majoritarianism is limited by itself.
When this regime is not defined explicitly, it seems undemanding, like pure majoritarianism.
For example, consider Popper’s famous definition of democracy: “governments of ‘which we
can get rid’ without bloodshed” or Przeworski’s: “democracy is a system in which parties lose
elections”.22 Apparently, these are innocent definitions of democracy. They are even sometimes
viewed as “minimal” ones. Nevertheless, this impression is misleading. They are much thicker
than they seem.23 They are already less minimal than pure majoritarianism, because they
implicitly assume that elected rulers cannot indefinitely postpone a new confrontation with
voters. Elections are repeated. There is always a scheduled election. At a given time t0, people
vote by virtue of a general rule saying that elections must hold at regular intervals of time. The
mere existence of this inference already puts limitations on the outcomes of this specific
election: if participants decide to cancel all future elections, then they violate this general rule.
They undermine the legitimacy of this very election. On the contrary, if they vote by virtue of a
t0-pure majoritarianism (or some sufficiently similar theory), then they do not suffer of this
restriction.
Things can also be viewed in this way: consider the process made up of an infinite
sequence P1, P2, P3…Each Pi corresponds to the state of the polity at the ith election. A “metapolity” {P1, P2, P3…} can be imagined in which each participant is itself a polity Pi. This
peculiar meta-polity extends in time. In other words, we look at the history (past and future) of
the polity and each instantiation, at the moment of an election, gives birth to a new member of
this meta-polity (imagine each election is a picture of the film telling the history of the polity).
Then, this limitation on majority rule means that participants of this meta-polity must not
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infringe on each others’ rights. At least, a given participant must not eliminate another one. All
the members of this meta-polity hold a basic right to life. In other words, the ith majority rule is
limited because Pi+1 has rights against Pi. In this framework, pure majoritarianism is tyrannical,
but not because it allows the tyranny of the majority on minorities or because voters might thus
elect a tyrant. It is tyrannical because it allows the present polity to tyrannize all the others, who
live in the future. For example, an i-pure majoritarianism would correspond to the (meta)regime where the polity Pi is an absolute ruler on her descendents Pj, for all j strictly larger
than i.
Thus, the preservation over time of (normal) participants’ right to vote in the (normal)
polity corresponds to the right to exist held by future polities against the present one. This
limitation on outcomes is built-in the very nature of the political process considered: if it is
dropped, then a completely different process is obtained, such as pure majoritarianism. The
right to vote is our first instance of procedural right, which is to say, a right constitutive of the
political process.24 A regime preserving procedural rights, and only them, is called procedural
regime. The theory defending this regime is indifferently called proceduralism, or procedural
theory. However, strictly speaking, pure majoritarianism is also a procedural theory: a one-shot
procedure. Nonetheless, it is preferable to keep the term “procedural regime” for the regime in
which the same procedure of decision is repeated over time.
A familiar opinion is that limitation on majority rule only comes from minority rights.
However, this opinion is misleaded: proceduralism totally ignores minority rights, but still
limits her majority rule. For example, the preservation by the majority of the right to vote (of
the majority as well as of minorities) does not really correspond to the right of a minority to
become the majority in the future. It is more radical than that: in fact, procedural rights are
independent of the rule of decision chosen. If nobody changes her view and if the same rule of
decision is also maintained, then repeating elections is useless whatever this rule is. The
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outcome will be the same. This preservation of the right to vote rather corresponds to the right
of the whole polity to revise her decisions. In particular, in the case of majority rule, it also
corresponds to the right of the members of the current majority to change the future majority.
Indeed, observe that if nobody within the majority revises her view, then minorities persist and
remain powerless anyway. If a priori, it is known that no voter in the previous majority will
revise her view, then preserving the right to vote of minorities is ultimately useless. Thus, this
is not an opposition between majority rule and minority rights, but rather between majority rule
and majority rights (i.e. the rights of the current majority to be transformed in the future). All
the discussion above can be re-written using any other rule of collective decision-making. It
could well have been asked whether unanimity can abolish unanimity rule by electing a
dictator. However, for pedagogical purposes, majority rule is still privileged in the exposition.
This rule may be more familiar to most readers.
In order to grasp this point in its starkest form, an analogy with the problem of selfenslavement is helpful.25 The act of renouncing to one’s own freedom seems so paradoxical
that many thinkers affirmed it was illegitimate. t-pure majoritarianism is analogous to the
position allowing self-enslavement at time t: I can renounce to my liberty at time t simply
because I am free to do whatever I want at time t. Proceduralism is analogous to the position
prohibiting self-enslavement: I cannot decide to renounce to my right to make subsequent
decisions because I will be allowed to make this particular decision only by virtue of my
general and perpetual right to make decisions. I always have a decision to make in the future.
“Me in the future” has a right against “Me in the present”. This is why John Stuart Mill argues
against self-enslavement: “by selling himself for a slave, he abdicates his liberty; he forgoes
any future use of it, beyond that single act. He therefore defeats, in his own case, the very
purpose which is the justification of allowing him to dispose of himself [again, justifications
provide limitations]. (…). The principle of freedom cannot require that he should be free not to
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be free. It is not freedom, to be allowed to alienate his freedom.”26 In order to reply to Mill, a
hypothetical candidate to self-enslavement can follow the same line of argument as a pure
majoritarianist: he claims a right to be free only for the moment of his self-enslavement. He
does not justify his decision by invoking Mill’s general rule. Therefore, he is not limited by it.
Of course, our hypothetical candidate to slavery should still explain why his day of selfenslavement is a special day. He must still explain why he can claim to be free on this
particular day without claiming to be free in the next days. Here, we are only pointing out that
his position is possible and not necessarily inconsistent. We are arguing that Mill’s principle of
inalienable and perpetual freedom is not logically necessary for allowing someone to dispose of
oneself. On the contrary, Mill’s argument relies on a particular conception of the person. His
conception might be that the defining feature of human beings is their inalienable freedom. It
can be imagined someone elaborating an ad hoc conception if his projects are incompatible
with Mill’s general principle of freedom.
Thus, the important point is that saying “I do X because I am free” is not as innocent as
it seems. It involves a whole sequence of agents who have an equal claim to freedom, and “me
now” is only one among many others. In particular, it does not mean that I am absolutely free
now. My aim X must still respect the freedom of “me in the future”. 27 Being absolutely free all
the time is self-contradictory. Only being absolutely free at a given time is not, because it only
involves one agent. This is the same for polities.

b. Other procedural rights
Repetition of elections has been justified by the right of the polity to revise her
decisions. Now, we investigate the further limitations on the outcome of each election induced
by this justification. The right to vote is not the only one to be preserved by the process. Indeed,
the polity preserves her right to revise her decision in order to benefit from the growth of
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politically relevant information over time. Typically, with repeated elections, the polity can
judge incumbents on the basis of their realizations. If they only vote once, they can just rely on
their promises. Therefore, with time, new information will be useful for the forthcoming
election. Moreover, since the election at time t+1 must not be under the control of the polity as
it was at time t, then the information relevant for this election must be beyond the control of
current rulers, who were elected at time t. The polity must put political information beyond the
control of her own will as expressed at time t. Therefore, freedom of political expression, which
is to say, freedom to make information available to the polity for the next election, must not be
infringed by the current government. Even a unanimously elected government does not have
the right to abridge freedom of political speech. Freedom of political expression is our second
procedural right. It is constitutive of the political process that consists of repeated elections.
Thus, in our framework, freedom of political expression does not consist in a natural
right held by individuals against their government. It rather consists in the right held by future
polities against the present one. The process does not protect individuals’ interests in
expressing their thoughts. It does not recognize any right to self-expression, any “right to
speak”. Instead, it protects the “right to hear” of future polities.28 Said otherwise, under this
view, freedom of political speech is not an inalienable human right, but a vulgar tool useful for
the next electoral campaign.
So far, two procedural rights are identified: the right to vote and the right to political
expression. Nonetheless, it is simple now to see that many additional rights can be defended
along this line. The prohibition on elected rulers to control future electoral campaigns entails a
whole bundle of procedural rights. For example, preserving freedom of political association is
necessary for all future elections. The list can even go further. However, problems will quickly
arise: defining procedural rights and interpreting them in particular cases is not always easy.
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c. An internal critique: who speaks for future polities?
These problems arise as soon as the method of preservation of procedural rights is
examined. By definition, future polities are not present. Practically, only people living in the
present can act. This is a truism. Therefore, people living in the present are needed to act on
behalf of future polities.
One possible solution is to rely on experts. Their task is to override the decisions of the
current polity contradicting the rights of future polities. They justify their decisions in the name
of the preservation of the political process. This solution has been adopted by the United States,
according to one possible justification of judicial review:29 the Supreme Court has the role of
reinforcing the democratic process, even at the expense of the current majoritarian will.
Supreme Court judges are appointed for life in order to be preserved from the pressures of the
current polity and in order to be able to focus on the rights of future polities.
However, this solution is satisfactory only when the nature and interpretation of
procedural rights (i.e. the rights of future polities) are uncontroversial. The nature of procedural
rights can be disputed indeed. For example, is a basic income essential for the exercise of the
right to vote? For some authors, 30 the formal right to vote is not sufficient for having a real
share in the decision of the polity, because it is not sufficient for making informed and
meaningful decisions. This procedural right is less obvious than the right to vote and the right
to political expression. Additionally, even uncontroversial procedural rights can admit
controversial interpretations in some specific cases. For example, freedom of political
expression can admit two opposed interpretations. On the one hand, it can justify the nonintervention of the state in political expression: each view must be left free to make her case on
the air. On the other hand, it can justify state regulation of political expression as well: state
regulation of airing times allows minority and disadvantaged views to make their case. In this
latter case, currently elected rulers provide a content-neutral justification of their regulation of
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political speech: they invoke the rights of future voters to be fairly informed and they do not
merely invoke the will of those who previously elected them.
In our theoretical framework, these disagreements turn on the interpretation of the rights
of future polities. Therefore, the irreducible problem comes down to the fact that multiple and
incompatible claims can be made in the name of an absent being, who consists in the
potentially infinite sequence of future polities. These claims are made by people who are only
indirectly linked to these polities. The fact that the Supreme Court is independent of the present
polity does not imply that it is dependent on future ones. In our comparative perspective, it is
worthy to note that an analogous problem will be encountered during our discussion of Islamic
regimes. But this time, the absent being will be different.
Naturally, it is also possible to provide external critiques to procedural theory: for
example, one could ask why future polities should be entitled to overriding rights at the
expense of present ones. After all, we make a daily experience of the irreversibility of our
choices. We often have to suffer of the decisions of our past selves. They often seriously affect
our capacity to make new choices. Echoing Jefferson, one could argue: “future selves have
neither powers nor rights …”31 Moreover, the relationship between pure majoritarianism and
proceduralism is more complementary than opposed. In practice, the rights of future polities are
paradoxically preserved through a past act of pure majoritarianism. For example, this is the
case in constitutional referendums: at a given time, a polity feels the need to preserve her
capacity to make decisions in the future and decides to limit the powers of each of the
subsequent ordinary elections. This corresponds to a partial abolition of majority rule by a
majoritarian vote. Therefore, even if pure majoritarianism does not seem very politically
attractive at the first sight, pure majoritarians may still find convincing justifications for their
actions in some cases.
However, we will not follow these directions of investigation.32 In this section, we do
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not want to justify procedural theory. Our sole aim is to extract and isolate this important notion
of procedural rights, justified by the simple fact that elections are repeated. Indeed, providing a
deeper justification would put additional constraints on it. As far as possible, we do not want to
conflate procedural theory with any considerations unessential to it. Instead, in the next
sections, we provide two different and incompatible justifications of procedural rights from
process-independent values. They give rise to two mutually incompatible limitations on the
outcomes of the political process. We contrast these limitations with those stemming from
proceduralism.
While being opposed, these two moral theories still follow an analogous argumentative
strategy: they view the role of individuals in the political process as an expression of their
status. As a consequence, they rule out outcomes of the process threatening the status of
participants. From the inside of each worldview, these statuses embody human dignity. From
the outside, they rather appear as perverse tricks for limiting collective action.
First, we provide a justification of procedural rights from what is called liberal theory.
Second, we provide a justification from the viewpoint of an Islamic political theory.

4. Liberal Theory
In liberal theory, the status of individuals is that of sovereign persons.33 Individuals are
autonomous, in the sense that they must freely choose what they want to make of their lives.
They must be free to form, pursue and revise their ideas of what is good and valuable in life.
They must be the sole masters of themselves. Moreover, individuals are also equal as selfruling persons.
First, this status provides a justification of the electoral procedure: through the political
process, the idea that each individual must be the ruler of her own life is extended to the
domain of collective decision making. This is because individuals’ life is dependent on the
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larger social context in which they live. Having a share in the process of collective decisionmaking allows individuals to have control over this larger context. Since individuals are equal
in their sovereign status, then their share in the process must also be equal. The electoral
process maximizes the scope of self-rule for those who are subjected to collective decisions. It
maximally respects the autonomy [in the sense defined above] of all who are subjected to its
outcome. Moreover, elections are repeated because members of the polity must be able to
revise their conception of the good life. Thus, the right to vote, to free political speech and to
political association must be understood against this background: they express the capacity of
individuals for self-rule.
Second, this justification also provides limitations on the outcomes of the process.
Collective decisions threatening the sovereign status of individuals are excluded, even if they
do not threaten the process itself. Indeed, such collective decisions do not undermine the
process, but they still undermine its justification. These limitations on the process take the form
of a family of rights that must be put beyond the control of present polities. These further
limitations are called liberal rights. They comprise rights such as freedom of conscience,
freedom of non-political expression, the right to privacy and the right to a fair trial (of course,
this list is not exhaustive). For example, freedom of non-political expression is justified on the
ground that it is necessary for freedom of choice. Freedom of non-political expression enables
individuals to freely deliberate on their ways of life. It allows them to freely determine the
values and practices worthy of their allegiance. Thus, liberal rights limit procedural rights.
However, these two families of rights must not be seen as conflicting with each other insofar as
both families are justified by the same background values. Both express the sovereign status of
individuals.34
The framework of liberal rights allows making sense of the concept of minority rights.
As seen in the discussion of procedural theory, limitations usually perceived as minority rights,
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such as freedom of political speech, can actually be viewed as relying on the right of the polity
taken as a whole to revise her past decisions. Now, with liberal theory, individuals obtain a
status prior to their role in the procedure. Therefore, we can denounce the tyranny of the
majority on minorities. We can speak of the rights of minorities against the majority, and even
against the whole polity. We could not speak of them in procedural theory, because individuals
were exhausted in their political role. For proceduralism, minority rights are nonsensical. On
the contrary, in liberal theory, the polity has a duty to respect them because her right to exist as
a polity is derived from the right of her members to exist as individuals, or as associations of
individuals (that could be minorities). From the viewpoint of liberal theory, both pure
majoritarianism and proceduralism do not offer enough checks against the tyranny of the
majority. For liberalism, this property of proceduralism is a shortcoming. On the contrary, for
us, who try to elaborate a minimalist theory of democracy, the absence of the notion of
individual is an advantage: proceduralism will not be exposed to many Islamic objections
against the liberal conception of the person.
Like procedural rights, liberal rights may be defended by courts, since they must be put
beyond the control of present polities. For example, the American Supreme Court decisions in
Griswold v. Connecticut or in Roe v. Wade might illustrate this action. The protection of the
right to privacy of consenting adults and the protection of the right to abortion are not tied in
any obvious way to the preservation of the electoral process. They cannot easily be placed in
the category of procedural rights.35 In these two cases, the Court still overruled decisions
compliant with the electoral process because it considered that they contradicted the conception
of the person as free justifying the process.
This separation between procedural and liberal rights leaves the possibility open for a
regime to recognize the firsts while rejecting the seconds. Two aspects of liberal democracy
have been theoretically disentangled, thus leaving some space for an endorsement of
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democracy by Islamic political theories. We have completed our first aim. However, on a
practical level, drawing a distinction between procedural and liberal theory may seem to make
things more obscure. For example, the distinction between freedom of political speech and
freedom of non-political speech might not be easy to draw in practice. Nevertheless, this
impression may be due to the fact that procedural and liberal stipulations are conflated in the
constitution of nowadays liberal democracies. This may be specific to the contemporary
western perspective. From a contemporary non-western viewpoint, this conflation will appear
less obvious, as seen below. Interestingly, it is not more obvious from a non-contemporary
western viewpoint or at least, under a modern interpretation of an ancient viewpoint. There are
concrete instances of non-contemporary western political regimes preserving procedural rights
at the expense of liberal rights. To some extent, the distinction between procedural and liberal
rights recovers Benjamin Constant’s distinction between the “Liberty of the Ancients” and the
“Liberty of the Moderns”.36 According to Constant, in Ancient Rome and Greece, individuals
(more exactly, free indigenous males) benefited of the former but were deprived of the latter.
As members of the polity, they enjoyed “active and continuous participation in the exercise of
collective power” even at the expense of their most basic liberal rights. For example, after the
battle of Arginusae, Athenian generals were the victims of an outrageous trial. Athenian
citizens condemned them on the basis of popular fury. The right to vote, a liberty of the
ancients, infringed on the right to a fair trial, which is a liberty of the moderns. Thus, the
distinction between procedural and liberal rights admits actual manifestations.

5. The status of individuals in Islamic political theory and its consequences.
The rest of this paper examines how this disentanglement between procedural and
liberal rights sheds a new light on the relationship between democracy and Islam. As in liberal
theory, the starting point of this political theory is the status of individuals. In particular, the
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opposition between our liberal and Islamic political theories does not correspond to an
opposition between individual-based and community-based political theories. Both theories are
individualistic. They only differ in their kind of individualism. In this section, we present an
Islamic conception of the individual, following the views of contemporary Islamists (Maududi,
Qutb…). Then, we compare this conception with a liberal one and, we specify a common
ground between them (the inclusion and permanence properties).
In this Islamic theory, individuals are vice-regents of God. God has appointed a viceregent (khalifa) on Earth: Man (Quran 2:30). Being God’s vice-regent is the defining feature of
humans. It is inalienable. It puts them above the rest of the creation. God has appointed and
empowered Man to manage the Earth in conformity with His law.37 Moreover, individuals are
equal in their status of vice-regents of God. All humans have the same responsibility of
applying God’s law on Earth, the shari’a. Shari’a is essentially based on the Quran and the
Sunna (which is the tradition of the Prophet). 38 Of course, there can be disagreement on the
interpretation of these sources. We consider this problem later. The point to stress here is that in
this political theory, the status of individuals is that of vice-regents of God and in particular,
individuals are not sovereign. The sole sovereign on Earth is God. This property is called
tawhid al-hakimiya (oneness of sovereignty).39 God created the world and rules over his
creation.
First, this status justifies the power (sulta) held by the community (Umma) to make
decisions.40 The duty to apply God’s law on Earth entails the right to rule. All humans must
apply God’s law on Earth. All have an equal claim to participate in this project. As a
consequence, none of them can claim an exclusive prerogative to do so at the expense of others.
We come back later to the practical way used by the Umma to exercise this right-duty. It
requires a separate discussion, given our two ideal-types of popular decision, pure
majoritarianism and proceduralism.
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Second, this status also implies limitations on the claims individuals can make. They
must not transgress the limits inherent to their status. They have no claim to act against shari’a.
This would defeat the very justification of their rights. Therefore, the Umma cannot make laws
contradicting shari’a. It is worthy to observe that there is already an Islamic concept expressing
this idea of limitation. Those who make rules transgressing God’s limits are tawaghit (plural of
taghut). Tawaghit transgress the limits implied by the justification of their claim to rule. More
conventionally, Ibn al-Qayyim gives the following definition: “Taghut is what leads men to
exceed limits, either worshipped, followed or obeyed. Taghut is the one who they make a judge
besides Allah and His prophet, or worship other than Allah, or follow him without taking any
consideration of Allah, or obey him in a matter that is a disobedience to Allah”.41 The term
taghut is derived from the word tughyan, which means transgressing, overflowing. For
example, when in a river, water leaves its natural bed, it is said: “tagha al-ma”, which is to say,
water has overflowed. It has crossed the limits of the riverbank. Consequently, it may cause a
destructive flood. Tawaghit can be of every kind, but the basic idea is the same: they transgress
their limits.
In particular, in our case, the polity formed by vice-regents of God is completely
different of the polity formed by sovereign citizens. In the latter, as citizens, people are able to
make laws without taking into account shari’a. As subjects, they must obey in a matter that may
be a disobedience of God. This regime is based on the laws of tawaghit, who are the self-ruling
citizens. In liberal democracy, the ruling polity as a whole is a taghut. In this respect, sovereign
citizens are not fundamentally different of famous tawaghit like Pharaoh, who coerced the
Egyptian people to follow his law in place of God’s law.
Nowadays, the term “taghut” is often popularly used to denounce the tyrannies ruling
Muslim countries. Nonetheless, when the taghut tyrannizes his people, he only does it in an
indirect way: it is not because he violates the rights intrinsic to the personhood of his people. It
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is rather because he violates the divine order, by coercing people to obey laws opposed to
shari’a.42 To take a simple example, the ruler may violate the divine commandment “Thou shalt
not kill”.43 In this case, he is not wrong merely because he abusively kills people. Most of all,
he is wrong because by doing this, he violates God’s commandment. Tyrants transgress the
limits implied by their own status of vice-regents of God. On the contrary, in liberal theory,
tyranny, either of the majority or of a minority, corresponds to a failure to take individuals as
sovereign beings. In liberalism, tyrants transgress the limits implied by their own status of selfruling persons. The relation is purely horizontal, without the intermediary role of God.
Thus, individuals’ status in this political theory entails limitations on their claims that
were inexistent in liberal theory. Said more plainly, in liberal theory, the polity is not
constrained to rule within shari’a. Conversely, a polity of vice-regents of God is not constrained
by liberal limits. It is not constrained by the self-ruling status of individuals. People do not
derive their right to rule from a general right to make choices. In liberal theory, individuals
have a higher-order interest in securing this capacity to make choices.44 They need to invoke it
in order to make any of their particular choices. This capacity is seen as the necessary
precondition of all of their choices. The right to make any particular choice is deduced from a
general rule according to which individuals must be free to make choices. In this Islamic
theory, this is not the case. According to it, the Umma derives her right to rule only from her
right-duty to make “the right choice”, which is the choice of God’s law (more exactly, the right
to make a choice within the boundaries of shari’a). Failing to respect “wrong choices” of
individuals does not threaten the religious justification of her right to rule. On the contrary, in
liberal theory, if the polity fails to respect what she considers as “the wrong choices” of
individuals, she threatens the justification of her own right to rule, because the polity’s right to
choose is established independently of the content of her choices. The only “wrong choices” of
individuals are those inconsistent with the right to choose of the other members of the polity.
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The liberal argumentative strategy is particularly efficient in pluralistic societies, where people
deeply disagree about what “the right choice” is. It allows reducing plurality to unity. It reintroduces uniformity at a higher level: individuals have different interests, but all have the
same higher-order interest in pursuing their different interests.
In this respect, the relationship between these Islamic and liberal theories is analogous
to the relationship between pure majoritarian and procedural theories. Islamic theory privileges
a particular choice among others, “the right choice”, in the same way as pure majoritarianism
privileges a particular time of choice among others, “the right time”. On the contrary, liberal
and procedural theories invoke a general rule in order to justify any particular decision. For
liberal theory, this rule consists in a general right to make choices, independently of their
nature. For procedural theory, this rule consists in a general right to vote, independently of
time. Therefore, any particular decision is automatically constrained by its justifying general
rule. No decision suffices to itself. There are only particular applications of a general rule.
However, this correspondence does not imply that the Islamic model cannot endorse
procedural rights in the same way as the liberal model does. A priori, there is no logical reason
against this. There is nothing more than an analogy between “the right time” and “the right
choice”. We can easily imagine that each time, there is only one legitimate choice, but this
legitimate choice may vary over time. Typically, the right choice as it appears given the
politically relevant information available at time t may not coincide with the right choice as it
appears later at time t+1. Therefore, one could argue that, if the Umma renounces to her
capacity to make future decisions, then future Ummas will have to suffer of what will appear to
them as wrong choices, given the growth of information that occurred meanwhile. In other
words, present Ummas must not infringe on the rights of future Ummas to be ruled rightfully.
In particular, it means that the Umma has to preserve her capacity to remove rulers who do not
apply shari’a correctly.
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In other words, endorsing the whole liberal conception of the person is not a necessary
condition for endorsing procedural rights. Indeed, remember that in our liberal political regime,
all individuals share the same end eL. However, this end eL is quite special: it is a “secondorder” end. It consists in preserving one’s capacity to have ends, one’s autonomy. Nevertheless,
the key observation is that this particularity is not what matters for the justification of
procedural rights. For this justification, only two features of eL are important. First, this end eL
satisfies what could be called an inclusion condition: no individual can be denied the possibility
to pursue eL. On the contrary, all individuals have an equal right to pursue eL, which is to say, to
preserve their autonomy. Second, this end eL satisfies a permanence condition: eL is constitutive
of the personhood of individuals. Nobody can renounce to it. Individuals’ autonomy is
inalienable.
Therefore, any other end eM that satisfies the inclusion and permanence conditions45 will
still support procedural rights. First, the inclusion condition guarantees that everyone has the
right to vote and to participate in order to accomplish eM. Therefore, the electoral body can
include everyone. Second, the permanence condition guarantees that elections are repeated.
Indeed, persons permanently have to pursue eM. Therefore, they always have to accomplish eM
somewhen in the future. As we saw earlier, this is sufficient to grant the electoral body
procedural rights.46
In particular, the Islamic conception of the person can also support procedural rights.
Remember that in our Islamic political regime, all individuals share the same end eI, which
consists in applying God’s law. The end eI satisfies the inclusion condition: insofar as all
individuals are vice-regents of God, then all have a right to pursue eI, to promote God’s law.
Moreover, eI satisfies the permanence condition, since vice-regency of God is a constitutive
property of humanity. God created humans only to worship and obey him.47
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The next section examines the process of collective decision-making considered in our
Islamic political theory more in detail. A particular attention is paid to the way the permanence
condition is reflected in the concepts of Islamic political theory. Indeed, according to our two
ideal-typical theories, pure majoritarianism and proceduralism, there are two ways to take
decisions: the first one, associated with pure majoritarianism, is the one-shot decision. The
second one, associated with proceduralism, corresponds to a sequence of decisions. An echo of
this opposition is found in Islamic political concepts: first, we present the notion of bay’a,
which is a way for the Umma to appoint the ruler. We follow a reinterpretation of classical
Islamic theory by contemporary Islamist thinkers.48 Then, we show that this concept is
insufficient for providing an adequate account of the control exercised by the Umma over her
rulers. To correct it, we present another Islamic concept, shura (consultation) and we show how
it is articulated with bay’a. Then, we distinguish two versions of shura: shura mu’lima
(informative consultation), following some classical Islamic theorists and shura mulzima
(binding consultation), following Maududi and Qutb. The latter endorses procedural rights
because it takes the permanence condition more seriously than the former.

6. Bay’a and Shura.
a. Bay’a
Bay’a consists in Umma’s pledge of allegiance to the caliph, who was the ruler of the
Umma. Through bay’a, the ruler takes the authority from the Umma, who is then obliged to
obey him. This system corresponds to a contract between the ruler on one side and the rest of
the Umma on the other side. As a contract, it requires the consent of both parties and it engages
their responsibility. It is worthy to note that the Prophet, as a political leader,49 took the pledge
from men and women alike but refused the pledge from children.50 It means that bay’a can only
be performed by mature and responsible people. These features of bay’a bring it close to an
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electoral process: an election can be seen as a contract between the ruler and the ruled,
engaging the responsability of citizens. Moreover, kids do not have the right to vote: they are
not considered as mature and responsible persons.
However, despite these similarities, the process of bay’a differs from our familiar
modern elections in at least two respects. The first one is irrelevant from the perspective of the
present study. It corresponds to the fact that the bay’a is not an act made by each individual
separately. On the contrary, in modern democracy, voting is an individual act. For example,
remember the slogan “one man, one vote”. Here, appointing the ruler is not an individual duty
(fard ‘ayn) but a collective duty (fard kifaya).51 It must be performed by the Umma as a whole.
However, we are affirming that this difference is not relevant because we previously explained
that our discussion of pure majoritarianism and proceduralism was in fact independent of the
formal rule of decision, even if we took majority rule to fix ideas. To repeat, procedural rights
are collective rights and proceduralism ignores the notion of individual. Historically, the
procedure of bay’a was informal, but the important point is that in principle, nobody could be
excluded of the procedure. Majority rule does not even have to be discussed within the context
of Islamic theory. Determining when it can reasonably be said that “the polity/Umma has
decided” is a question independent of the present paper. Here, a reasonable answer to it is
simply assumed.52
The second difference is more important for our comparison: once designated,
obedience to the ruler is due lifelong. As far as the ruler respects his side of the contract, he
cannot be removed. In general, there is no procedure of renegotiation of the contract. This point
is essential insofar as it brings bay’a closer to the model of pure majoritarianism. The Umma
cannot revise her bay’a. Through bay’a, the Umma renounces to her power to make new
decisions in the future. More exactly, the Umma brings back her power the make new bay’as
only at the death of the current ruler. In principle, rulers do not have the right to appoint their
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successors.53 Since each ruler’s reign is expected to be very long, it is reasonable to say that, by
making bay’a, the Umma makes an irreversible choice. In particular, from the procedure of
bay’a, no limitation on the power of the reigning ruler can be inferred. He is not entitled to
respect any procedural right, since there is no forthcoming election.

b. Shura: informative or deliberative?
Thus, from the perspective of proceduralism, the single process of bay’a suffers from a
major shortcoming. In order to overcome it, another important Islamic political idea is
introduced, the concept of shura (consultation). It is derived from two Quranic verses:

“Those who hearken to their Lord, and establish regular Prayer; who (conduct) their affairs by
mutual Consultation; who spend out of what We bestow on them for Sustenance;” (42:38)54

“…and consult them in affairs (of moment). Then, when thou hast Taken a decision put thy
trust in Allah. For Allah loves those who put their trust (in Him).” (3:159)

Shura is all-encompassing obligation.55 Believers must consult each other in all
circumstances. In particular, shura must also precede bay’a. The second caliph Umar even said:
“Anyone who calls the command for himself or any other person without consulting the
Muslims, it is not allowed for you not to kill him.”56
The link between shura and bay’a and the connection with minimal theories (pure
majoritarian and procedural) appear when we look at the existing debate within Islamic theory
on the scope of shura in the political domain: does shura mean that the ruler must merely take
advice from the Umma, or is the consultation binding on him? Does shura mean advice or
deliberation?57 The two possible answers come from two mutually incompatible interpretations
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of the verses above.
A first school assimilates shura to advice.58 They are the proponents of shura mu’lima
(informative consultation). The Umma must be consulted indeed, but ultimately, only the ruler
decides. He is not binded by the advices he receives. This viewpoint emphasizes the verse
(3:159): “and take counsel with them in the affair, so when you have decided then place your
trust in Allah”. This verse alludes to the Prophet’s behavior, which is a model for all Muslims.
God orders him to take counsel with Muslims on public affairs, but also grants him the power
to take the ultimate decision.
This perspective is not very satisfying. On the one hand, there is a rule of decision,
bay’a, which is not revisable. On the other hand, the chosen ruler must still consult the ruled,
but with no compulsory consequences. A piece is missing in the puzzle. Having bay’a without
any consultation following it would seem more consistent, even if it is less attractive from the
procedural viewpoint. According to shura mu’lima, once the ruler is elected, he is still binded
to consult people or experts, even if he has no duty to really hear them. There is no threshold of
political deafness above which he might lose his legitimacy. Therefore, the insistence on
consultation seems unclear.59 A coherent and unified account of these two concepts would be
better.
The missing link comes from the second view, which assimilates shura to deliberation.
It is called shura mulzima (binding consultation). It puts a stronger emphasis on the verse
(42:38). Thus, Maududi notes that the Quran does not say: “They are consulted in their affairs”,
but says instead: “They conduct their affairs by mutual consultations”. 60 The latter formulation
indicates that mutual consultations are the method of decision-making. Consultations and
decision are not separated. In other words, shura means shura mulzima. What’s more, this
second view dismisses the reading of the verse (3:159) made by the proponents of shura
mu’lima: even if the Prophet was the ultimate decision-maker, his practice testifies that he had
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implemented the opinion of his companions even when it was against his own views. For
example, at the consultation that took place before the battle of Uhud over the location of the
battlefield, he gave precedent to the opinion of the majority of Muslims over his own.61
The deliberative interpretation of shura provides the missing link between decision rule
and speech rights: shura mulzima is part of shari’a. Therefore, if the ruler does not sufficiently
take into account the outcome of shura, then he violates shari’a itself. By transgressing the
limits of shari’a, the ruler becomes a taghut. Obedience to him is a sin. In particular, he breaks
his bay’a. Thus, the machinery elaborated at the beginning can run quite smoothly: there is
always a future decision to be made by the Umma. To do it properly, the Umma requires
procedural rights. These rights become part of the Islamic political system, and they are also
naturally limited by their justifying values.
First, shura mulzima allows a better matching between bay’a and shura. Second, it takes
seriously the reason why the ruler cannot rightfully appoint his successor, namely, that
government is a contract between a ruler and the Umma, not an absolute property of the ruler.62
Last but not least, it connects compellingly the political regime with humans’ status of viceregents of God.63 Thus, political and metaphysical principles cohere with each other. It would
seem strange that humans enjoy a status that they immediately alienate to someone else. Our
trouble with shura mu’lima parallels Mill’s objection against self-enslavement: if vice-regency
is a defining feature of humans, they cannot renounce to it ad vitam aeternam. In other words,
shura mu’lima, as well as self-enslavement, does not take the permanence condition seriously.

c. The controversial case of freedom of political association.
In particular, the ruler must preserve the right to political association. However, this last
procedural right is far from being consensual among contemporary Islamists. The question of
the legality (according to shari’a) of political parties is much disputed. A first view rejects
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political parties on the ground that they divide the Umma. The Umma is united under God. The
Umma is not supposed to be divided because all her members have the same end: obeying God.
Therefore, allowing political parties would unnecessarily foster division (fitna). Political parties
pursue parochial interests at the expense of Islamic goals. Party politics express factionalism
(hizbiyya).64
In many respects, this critique echoes a classical objection against the pluralistic model
of democracy. In a nutshell, according to the pluralistic model, the outcome of the political
process must reflect the existing preferences of citizens. The procedure only aims at
aggregating them. Critics of this model warn against its potential degeneration into a tyranny of
factions (either of the majority or minorities). They argue that the process must instead
transform private preferences and make them in adequation with the interest of all
participants.65
Islamic advocates of the right to political association follow a parallel line of
argumentation. They agree with the objection against factionalism. Nevertheless, they still
argue that political associations are necessary to pursue Islamic goals and that these
associations must not fall under the control of the state.66 Indeed, alienating the right to political
association to the state threatens humans’ status of vice-regents of God. This argument follows
the same pattern as in the other cases: Islamic values justify and constraint freedom of political
association.

7. An internal critique: who speaks for God?
Finally, we should show a limitation of these two Islamic models, shura mulzima and
mu’lima, from an internal perspective. This internal critique parallels the internal critique
against proceduralism. We saw that the duty of application of shari’a was the foundation of the
Umma’s political power. It implies that the Umma cannot make any decision against the
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shari’a, since this would defeat the justification allowing her to participate politically. The
shari’a is over all of the Umma’s decisions. When the injunctions of the Quran and the Sunna
are straightforward, there is no problem. But troubles appear when these injunctions are open to
multiple and conflicting interpretations. In this case, the disagreement cannot be overcome with
a vote precisely because a decision must be taken in an issue in which the Umma has no right
to decide for herself. We cannot invoke the previous justification of the empowerment of the
Umma, which is that men are vice-regents of God. Likewise, a studious effort of interpretation
(ijtihad) may be led by some religious experts, but this is not sufficient for the extreme case
when arguments of all parties have been exhausted and disagreement still persists, even within
this body of experts. Indeed, the implementation of a procedure of voting within this body
cannot be justified with the arguments used to justify the right to vote of the overall Umma.67
This limit on Islamic theory is analogous to the limit on procedural theory presented
above. In the latter, the problem comes down to the fact that future polities are absent and need
people living in present polities to preserve their rights. In the case of Islamic theory, the
problem comes down to the fact that God does not specify the meaning of his injunctions in all
particular cases. The “right of God” (huquq Allah) must be absolutely preserved, but the
content of what must be preserved is ambiguous. The Supreme Court’s claim to preserve
procedural rights is ultimately undermined by the fact that it does not enjoy any special link to
future polities. Likewise, the possible religious experts of Islamic regimes do not enjoy any
special link to God that would grant them a supreme and unconditional right to override
ordinary decisions. The fundamental problem comes down to the fact that no earthly institution
can claim an exclusive right to interpret religious texts. Echoing Massignon’s paradoxical
phrase, this objection consists in pointing out the difficulty of making a “theocratic” reading of
a “secular” religion (Islam), which does not have any clergy. 68
Notwithstanding, this critical assessment is not sufficient for rejecting these theories on
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an internal basis. The fact that Revelation may present controversial passages is not sufficient
for dismissing it as the basis of coercive law. This same argument would amount to saying that
procedural rights do not exist as soon as they are disputed. This is not because procedural rights
may be controversial that some pure majoritarianism should be preferred. The fact that the
application of the rights of future polities may be ambiguous does not imply that future polities
do not have rights. In both cases, a being has an overriding claim but remains absent (or more
exactly, the way he is present does not allow lifting conflicting interpretations of his claims).
This does not go as far as to say that religious texts never speak for themselves, or that
they do not have a self-evident meaning. Our charge is far less radical. We are only saying that
sometimes, they do have a self-evident meaning and sometimes, they do not. Then, we are
asking what ultimately happens when they do not. We are looking for the justification of the
decision that will finally be taken. Our objection is simple. We only rely on common
experience and commonsense. This does not commit us to any particular hermeneutics of
revelation69 or theory of religious knowledge.70 Therefore, our objection is inclusive. It may be
more easily understood and accepted by people with different perceptions of the nature of
religion. Whatever an advocate of Islamic regimes thinks of the essence of the Quran, shari’a or
fiqh, she will have to face the problem of persistent disagreement among people she accepts to
view as reasonable.
There is still a possible reply to this objection. However, this reply is external to the
models elaborated here. This answer consists in saying that in case of doubt, the opinion of the
current ruler claims a practical priority. This argument restricts the ruler’s loss of legitimacy to
cases when he violates obvious and uncontroversial divine injunctions. This view draws from
the Word of the Prophet: “The best of your rulers are those whom you love and who love you,
who invoke God's blessings upon you and you invoke His blessings upon them. And the worst
of your rulers are those whom you hate and who hate you, and whom you curse and who curse
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you. It was asked: Should we not overthrow them with the sword? He said: No, as long as they
establish prayer among you [that is to say, as long as they do not violate elementary divine
requirements]. If you then find anything detestable in them, you should hate their
administration, but do not withdraw yourselves from their obedience.”71 This objection is
external to our models because we follow a more demanding theory of government: only one
un-Islamic decision is sufficient for undermining the legitimacy of the ruler. Obeying a single
un-Islamic rule is equivalent to obeying taghut. The ruler must apply the whole shari’a in order
to keep his legitimacy.72

8. Conclusion.
The point of this paper can be summarized with a metaphor borrowed from clothing:
liberal and shura mulzima models view the protection of procedural rights as a necessary
condition of a just regime. They also agree that this protection is not sufficient. Proceduralism
must not remain naked. It must be dressed with background moral values. These justify and
limit the process at the same time. However, liberal and shura mulzima theories disagree over
the dress that proceduralism should wear. For the first, the dress consists in the value of
autonomy, entailing liberal rights. For the second, it consists in the principle of obedience to
God, entailing shari’a. Said more plainly, to the question: “Is shura mulzima compatible with
constitutional democracy?” our answer is: it depends on the stipulations of the constitution
considered. If these are procedural ones, the reply is essentially yes, whereas if these are liberal
ones, the reply is essentially no. Instead of liberal constitutional limitations on the process,
shura mulzima places her own constitutional limitations drawn from shari’a.
Naturally, we do not mean that the convergence of these two regimes is reduced to
procedural rights. Liberal rights and shari’a can themselves overlap. Just to take an
uncontroversial example, both highly value the right to a fair trial, which is not protected by
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proceduralism. They may disagree over the features of a fair trial, but all will recognize it. They
will not say this right is overridden by procedural rights. They will not find justified the trial of
the Athenian generals of the battle of Arginusae. To take a more complicated example, the nonapplication of shari’a to non-Muslims can itself be inferred from shari’a. In this case, the
application of shari’a consists in refraining from applying to non-Muslims the divine
prescriptions applicable to Muslims. However, in this paper, our aim is not to engage in an
exhausting inventory of punctual convergences on substantive issues. We rather want to focus
on the structural consequences of the strategy of justification of each form of government.
Table 1 offers an overall picture of this comparative study. It neglects significant
nuances discussed in the body of the text. It is difficult to reduce the complexity of an original
thought to few boxes. They are sometimes filled with no explanation in the body of the text,
hoping that it is sufficiently self-evident. We simply hope that they can help to make sense of
oxymorons like “theodemocracy” or “secular theocracy”, which motivated the paper.
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Table 1: comparison of political theories.
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